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Cinema e Audiovisual with heroism and idealism. The real story adds ridiculous irony to the sublime fiction. The severed hands and death mask were hidden away by a Bolivian general who admired Guevara's ideals. The CIA pursued the general until he left Bolivia to live in Cuba. Before leaving, he gave the hands-in a jar filled with formaldehyde-to a Bolivian journalist who in turn kept them hidden under his house until he was able to return them to Che's family. Thirty years later, in 1997, Guevara's remains were found buried near an airstrip in Vallegrande, and returned to his family in Cuba, where he received a state funeral in the province of Santa Clara, site of a then newly built museum and mausoleum.
3 Amid celebrations to commemorate his memory, Fidel Castro symbolically declared that Che was, "fighting and winning more battles than ever." 4 Whether brought to life by mourning, filmmaking, or commerce, the complexity of Che Guevara's "resurrection" is worthy of examination as a factor in postmodern consumerism, in which politics have become a matter of style in search of substance.
Traveling Revolutionary Texts
The chronicle of Guevara's death and his iconic status are no secret. These topics have filled the pages of at least eight books, and fueled several feature films and documentaries. Yet an evolving significance of the life and legend lies outside these media, in various strands woven around the representation of Guevara. This is seen particularly in the renewed circulation of his image and ideas surrounding the worldwide release of Walter Salles's film Diarios de motocicleta (Motorcycle Diaries, 2004) . In the film, the character of Ernesto Guevara evolves in the adventure of travel.
3 RICO, Maite. GRANGE, Bertrand de la. "Operación Che". Historia de una mentira de Estado, February 2007, Letras Libres. Available in: http://www.letraslibres.com/index.php?art=11819. Accessed on: 13 June, 2009. After an extensive scientific investigation, these two journalists from the Spanish daily El País raised doubts that the remains found in Vallegrande in fact belonged to Che Guevara. Their report challenged forensic conclusions based on the comparison of autopsy reports made in 1967 and 1997. Aleida Guevara, daughter of Guevara, has widely denounced this claim. 4 ROTHER, Larry. "Cuba Buries Che, the Man, but Keeps the Myth Alive." New York Times, October 18, 1997 . Available in: http://www.nytimes.com/1997/10/18/world/cuba-buries-che-the-man-butkeeps-the-myth-alive.html. Accessed on: 15 June, 2009.
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His nascent consciousness discovers the "other" Latin America, and the gulf between disadvantaged people and the ruling system of power. Observing first the plenitude of the land and its people, Ernesto focuses on commonalities woven together, and on geography, forging new ideas about political identity.
The people he encounters are marked by the violence of colonialism, authoritarian political projects, and imperialist economic adventures. There is a moral bias to his political cause that illuminates and ignites political movement.
Ernesto finds power in the experience of being on the road, in knowing Latin
American society and culture more deeply.
Continuously appropriated in postmodern culture, the visual representations and concepts of Che "travel" (in the fashion described by Edward Said), as Photo courtesy of Roman Baratiak.
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Cinema e Audiovisual through iconicity combined with stardom. This occurs in the realm of new global, rather than ideological, identities, and is sustained by more basic utopian impulses founded on the pleasure produced by the contradiction of Guevara's image used as pop icon. The endless linking of revolutionary texts that de la Campa investigates leads to another way of thinking about the path ideas take as they travel from one historical moment to the next. For Said, dissonance is created by the distance and manner taken by an idea as it travels from its moment of conception where, with revolutionary narratives, the insurrectional force is located, to its many iterations and appropriations. 7 Cuba's consistent counter-role illustrates an alternative path taken by revolutionary texts across eras: in the case of Cuba and Che Guevara, the texts retain much of their original political character, the signifier still points to the signified. It has traveled some distance from its inception, but far less than Guevara's image on an Absolut vodka billboard or a bright pink "Che" cell phone sleeve. The distance covered by the time of the evolution of Che Guevara into Salles'
Ernesto in Diarios falls somewhere between the result of the appropriation The conflation between Christ and Guevara in the juxtaposition of their images by the Cuban state has a far greater parallel in the commercial realm.
The transformation of revolutionary texts and therefore political force by media into instruments of capital also produces conflation. In Diarios, the dead body and above all the consumption of his image no longer signified a threat to imperial or capitalist projects.
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It is precisely the concern that the power of the sign has diminished, that Guevara's image has been tamed, which led veteran Argentine filmmaker "Who was Che Guevara? What is utopia?" The responses vary, revealing a range of emotions and cultural knowledge, some surprisingly penetrating. In the eyes of one, Guevara "was a normal person who modeled the idea that in Cuba is known as the New Man"; for another, "an idol, a star in Latin America;" "a trouble-maker, so he [was] never appealing"; "a great idealist and romantic hero." To a young Argentine student, utopia "is defined by its own failure;
failures that didn't consider human costs." To a tourist at the Berlin Wall, utopia was "Money, happiness, tolerance, better distribution of material wealth; only thinking about today."
Che: muerte de la utopia thus attempts to disengage Guevara's moribund political project from the temporal dislocation that diminishes its impact.
Birri's highly nostalgic salvage operation is not to answer, but to retrieve, the traces of ideas that might once again flourish in the circularity of time. The film grapples with the reality of radical politics that haven't fared well over time while still proposing the necessity for utopian thinking in the context of a world still in need. In doing so, Birri sets loose the idea of Che from the constraints stemming from his relationship to an earlier era, reinvigorating a broader and more important space for considering the future, for asserting the force that lies behind the face on the t-shirts. What Diarios does is reenergize the icon by adding a backstory and a body.
Diarios de motocicleta portrays Guevara's ideas as influenced by
This makes it appear three-dimensional. As opposed to setting the icon free from the limitations still exercised by a previous time, Salles defines it with a conventional narrative bound to the physicality of García Bernal.
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The icon has thus traveled from its original fixation in the guerrillero's body, which was perceived as a powerful threat to American interests in the region.
The response by states to the insurrectional political project invested in the man was to go after the body, to secure its utter destruction. This is seen in the treatment of the hands, the mask, and the corpse. What has proven indestructible, however, is the myth. Guevara's martyrdom is premised on the perception of Guevara as an indestructible instrument of discipline and moral certitude. The evocation of pleasure by the memory of a "good" Guevara in its connotations of strength, endurance,
and ultimately immortality appears to underlie the sustained generation of Che texts from the point of burial to the ascendance of cinema's charmed revolutionary.
The resulting Che icon travels through different appropriations from a range of perspectives. Guevara's death as a physical and political reality sees the man, the corpse, and the icon defined by political accomplishments and failures.
Most of the accompanying images and symbolization, however, derive not from achievements but from the dismembered corpse, the fetish of hands, the retrieval of bones, Embedded in celebrity culture, the literary document brings the famous person closer to its admiring public. Guevara's diaries and other texts describe the phases of development of his persona: the young man in South America, the guerillero in the Sierra Maestra of Cuba, and the seasoned revolutionary in Congo and Bolivia. The documents make the experience concrete, material, inspiring, associating the image with the subjectivity of the man, his biases, and aspirations.
Guevara forges a personal example of strong leadership, a quality that resonates with multiple generations. Uruguayan writer Eduardo Galeano attributes Guevara's greatness to this quality: "he said what he thought, and did what he preached." Whichever means Guevara used to communicate his message he transgressed by collapsing the distance between a celebrity and their public, allowing his public an atypical but authentic and appealing closeness. Typically shaped by a religious discipline based on a self-assigned moral obligation those who followed Guevara felt a strong affinity for him. His egalitarian, straightforward morality became a principal enduring attribute of the man, and a trait strongly attached to the abstract desire to carry out a utopian project.
Guevara's political resolve not only brought him closer to the people, but also made his image synonymous with the idea of revolution. Major revolutionary concepts emerged from the mid-twentieth century socialist political project that encompassed an international field of struggles. Guevara's
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gives the money to a poor Chilean couple in the Atacama Desert. This act anticipates Guevara's real focus on the idea of sacrifice of personal gain and desires as a building block for the construction of solidarity among people. 
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Revolutionary Chic?
According to press interviews, the filmmakers of Diarios stated that their intention was to make a film about a young medical student, not about politics.
This seems a valid and important choice and distinction. However, it constitutes almost a disavowal of the politics that characterize older Leftists struggles.
The new revolutionary politics borrows from the symbols, not the revolutionary concepts, substituting for insurrectional charge. The new generation of Latin American filmmakers thus seizes opportunities to tell the stories of their own heroes, rather than their heroes' politics.
As a commodity, Guevara's image is appropriated to signal revolutionary, In Diarios, Che, as played by García Bernal, is honest, charming, adventurous, smart, vulnerable, and quietly sexual; the latter, a quality that stems from García
Bernal's own essence as an actor rather than from Guevara's actual character- The film's distortion, then, is greater than first appears since its portrayal of Guevara at this point relies more on the appealing immaturity of its star than on the intelligence and acuity of the actual author of the diaries. However, the film does document the journey as a quest for knowledge, an aspect given weight specifically in the final parting between Granado and Ernesto. García Bernal's Guevara appears to have acquired an introspective distance as expressed in his reaction to Granado's invitation to study in Caracas: he responds that there are many things he has to think about at length, but the late shift to a portrayal When Bernal talks about playing Che he reveals a personal affinity for the 14 Franco, "Decline," 58. 15 Carpenter, "Face," 1.
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He then considers his own transformation, "me conocí a mi mismo/I learned more about myself," echoing the movie's simple slogan, "Let the world change you and you can change the world." His affinity for Guevara appears genuine, and has led him to portray the revolutionary leader more than once.
His first portrayal was in Showtime Network's miniseries Fidel, a performance that although critically praised, did not achieve the same notoriety.
Lacking the Latin American cultural clout of the latter Diarios, the role was much more utilitarian. According to the actor, "The only thing it did was pay the rent and make me want to play the character again." 16 Becoming the heroic guerrillero has its financial upside.
In Diarios, revolution in acting and Revolution are joined. García
Bernal is influential in his native Mexico, considered the central cabrón of a brash and hip new generation of celebrities who are global in their lifestyle and taste. 17 The U.S. media hype alludes to revolutionary concepts associated with Guevara. He is "the face of a revolution." 18 The promotional machine behind the Diarios campaign certainly took advantage of the excitement integral to hints of revolution.
The Mexican weekly Proceso says he goes against the formula of Hollywood. 19 Bernal used the media hype concurrently to underscore Guadalajara. He has been described for the market, as was Che Guevara, as the Latin James Dean, another instance in which the market of emotions erases ideological differences that may exist between these three obviously crucial symbols of rebellion and ambiguous sexuality. He is said to be at the New economic ventures can thus capitalize on the nostalgia of revolution and the pleasure of consuming the often contradictory association of politics and pop icons. Diarios exemplifies the privileging of a culture of consumerism over one of political community. As such, it represents a pragmatic response by and to a region seeking to reestablish its identity in the era of globalization.
Similar motivation has led to the development of Ruta del Che, "Che's Route," a tourism venture supervised by Bolivia Care, producing cultural tourism as a trip along the key places visited by Guevara on his expedition throughout Bolivia. The local venture purports to promote economic development via local tourism, which benefits the indigenous population in the area of La Higuera. Guevara's daughter, who lives in Cuba, gave her blessing to the Boliva Care enterprise, which is partly financed by the British Department of 21 InStyle magazine quoted in Carpenter, "Face," 1. 22 Carpenter, "Face," 1. 
